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Across

1. Can you call the station and _____ out what time the train arrives? (enterarse)
2. Are you telling the truth or are you ____ this story up? (inventar)
3. If you _____ on trying, you will succeed (continuar)
4. The effects of this drug ____ off after a few hours (desaparecer)
5. Two prisoners tried to get ____ from jail last night (escapar)
6. Why don't you ____ on those yellow trousers? (probarse)
7. Jane was very ill, but managed to pull_____ (recuperarse)
8. I'm sorry I was late but I was ____ up by the traffic (retrasar)
9. Can I count ___ you for your support? (contar con)
10. Don't wear yourself ___ by working too hard (agotar, cansar)
11. My parents are taking me to London. I am looking _____ this trip (estar deseando)
12. My teacher _____ out all the mistakes I had made in my exam (mostrar, señalar)
13. Old people often look_____ on over their lives (rememorar)
14. I usually ____ along great with my little brother (llevarse bien)
15. I often have problems keeping ____ with the other students in my class (seguir el ritmo)
16. Please don't _____ on me because I'm short! (meterse con)
17. The police is _____ into Mr. Smith’s missing money (investigar)
18. Can you help me to ____ for my keys? (buscar)
19. Peter asked me to look ____ his cat while he was away (cuidar)
20. ____ the lights on, it's so dark here (encender)
21. The meeting was _____ off because too many people were absent (cancelar)
22. A lots of parents are criticised for the way they ____ up their children (criar, educar)
23. _____ up, Martin - we're already late! (darse prisa)
24. Don’t offer him a cigarette – he has _____ up (dejar, abandonar)
25. It's pointless relying on people to help you if they let you ____ (decepcionar)

Down

2. Are you telling the truth or are you ____ this story up? (inventar)
3. The effects of this drug ____ off after a few hours (desaparecer)
4. Why don't you ____ on those yellow trousers? (probarse)
5. I'm sorry I was late but I was ____ up by the traffic (retrasar)
6. Can I count ___ you for your support? (contar con)
7. Jane was very ill, but managed to pull_____ (recuperarse)
8. My parents are taking me to London. I am looking _____ this trip (estar deseando)
9. Old people often look_____ on over their lives (rememorar)
10. I usually ____ along great with my little brother (llevarse bien)
11. My teacher _____ out all the mistakes I had made in my exam (mostrar, señalar)
12. I often have problems keeping ____ with the other students in my class (seguir el ritmo)
13. Please don't _____ on me because I'm short! (meterse con)
14. The police is _____ into Mr. Smith’s missing money (investigar)
15. Peter asked me to look ____ his cat while he was away (cuidar)
16. Can you help me to ____ for my keys? (buscar)
17. _____ up, Martin - we're already late! (darse prisa)
18. Don’t offer him a cigarette – he has _____ up (dejar, abandonar)
19. It's pointless relying on people to help you if they let you ____ (decepcionar)
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